


NOMAD YACHTS
Pioneering manufacturer Gulf Craft has been a leading innovator in boat design since 1982. The company continues to redefine the way enthusiasts experience 
life on the water by developing high performance, ever more luxurious craft for local and international clientele wanting something truly special. 

One of Gulf Craft’s proudest achievements has been its hugely successful Nomad Yachts brand – the ultimate in elegance and design ingenuity, it is one of the 
first ranges to recognise and respond to the needs of more adventurous customers.

The soul of a Nomad Yacht is its semi displacement hull, a design that sets the boat apart and provides its distinctive seakeeping and ocean-going capability. 
For those looking to venture further afield, this hull design copes very well in sudden heavy weather; Nomad Yachts are extremely robust and constructed to slice 
through big waves.

The hull has a different profile to a fully planing hull and is much finer at the bough, with a more rounded underwater area. This allows it to cut through heavier 
seas with a much smoother motion, providing a more pleasant experience for those onboard. 

Nomad Yachts are known and revered for innovation, smart layouts, spacious interiors that incorporate unspoilt ocean vistas, along with surprising extras that 
delight upon discovery. The entire range was built for enjoying life out at sea, while satisfying the human urge to chart unknown waters.

Let the adventure begin.



The last word in sophistication, the flagship Nomad 95 SUV is a yacht for revelling in, as the enclosed upper sky-lounge area personifies. This versatile 
space can be fitted out as an airy upper lounge or as an additional cabin as per the buyer’s preference. With either option, the area is fully air-conditioned 
and allows for truly spectacular heightened views out of huge windows. 

Move down below and a class-leading tender garage offers space for a rib and two jet skis. There is a tender lift option as well, meaning owners can fit 
a fourth water toy or additional tender on the back. When the garage is open and emptied, it can be turned into a beach club area for relaxing close to 
the water.

The extensive crew quarters have space for four in two bunk rooms, plus an additional skipper’s cabin with en-suite bathroom. The Nomad 95 SUV offers 
something exciting and new to private yacht buyers, carving out a niche of its very own. 
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Main Saloon



The Nomad 95 SUV's ground breaking design provides superb accomodation, from the superbly appointed guest cabins to the truly spectacular owners 

statetroom.

Twin Guest Stateroom Owner's Stateroom 



Sky-lounge



The unique main deck master cabin boasts amazing 180 degrees panoramic views.

Owner's Stateroom 
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Main Galley









2 x 1,874 hp

5 ft 9 in (1.80 m)

(14,575 l)

(755 l)

(755 l)



SPEAK TO US
For further information about the Nomad Yachts collection, contact our team who will be pleased to assist you.

E. gci@gulfcraftinc.com 
T. +971 6 7406060

Follow us on Facebook 
@NomadYachts

Follow us on Instagram
@NomadYachts

nomad.gulfcraftinc.com



nomad.gulfcraftinc.com
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